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Abstract - Cloud computing (CC) is a kind of a distributed
design which can be accessed through dissimilar forms of
security intrusions. An encoding method recognized as the
homomorphic encoding is adopted to encode the entities which
assist in acquiring the data from cloud server. The key
organization and key allocation are the major issues often
occurred in homomorphic encoding method. These problems
lead to alleviate the efficiency of HEA (homomorphic
encryption algorithm). The input must be generated in the
encoding process. Thus, this study makes the utilization of
PSO (Particle swarm optimization) to achieve this. The PSO
algorithms have influence of nature based meta-heuristic
algorithms. These algorithms are inhabitant reliant. These
algorithms employ the societal activities of birds and fishes as
a motivation to construct a technical technique. On the basis of
the supremacy of computations, the algorithmic approaches
generated from arbitrarily allocated pattern of particles are
exploited to modify the outcomes. As the particles move
around the searching area, a pattern of arithmetical terminology
is deployed to carry out the spontaneity. The permanent
number key is produced to perform the encoding, using
optimized PSO (Particle swarm optimization). The
homomorphic algorithm based on PSO is implemented on
MATLAB. The results reveal that the introduced method
proves is efficient for resource usage and finishing time. This
approach is more adaptable with regard to completion time and
resource usage as compare to homomorphic algorithm.
Keywords - Particle swarm optimization, Homomorphic, Key
management, Nature Inspired, Resource utilization
I.
INTRODUCTION
Different cryptographic techniques are utilized in several
security mechanisms [4]. The deployment of cryptographic
techniques is required to ensure the protection inside obscure.
A system requires an input in order to encode and decode the
information. This process is essential to keep the information
secure and reliable. Such techniques are assisted in sharing the
data in secure manner. These mechanisms are also useful to
store the data with privacy. The cryptography is a technique in
which the ciphers are designed. In recent times, various
cryptographic techniques are developed. These methods have
two categories: balanced and unbalanced approaches. Different
schemes are employed to exploit the keys in these mechanisms
[5]. The balanced input encoding shares a familiar undisclosed

key from senders to receivers. Both the ends keep the key
confidential. These sides utilize this secret key with the
purpose of encoding or decoding the information. The latter
category deploys two diverse keys. The information is encoded
and decoded applying two diverse keys in these algorithms.
When the personal or secret key is not recognized and only
user can access the confidential key, the definite functions are
employed using a technique known as homomorphic encoded
technology [6]. Similar to execution of computations on the
unprocessed information, the decoding of the results of any
kind of procedures is performed at this point. This technique
can compute the encoded information without any execution of
earlier decoding. The valid results are acquired after employing
the procedure for transforming the encoded outcomes into
decoded data. The attained results do not facilitate to recognize
the valid plain content. Enc (a) and Enc (b) are assisted in
computing the Enc (f (a, b)). Thus, such a encoding is named
as homomorphic encoding. The function f is defined in the
form of +, x, ⊕. This case has not utilized any personal key. In
order to maintain the segregation among homomorphic
encoding, various processes are implemented on the given
unprocessed information. The unprocessed supplies are
considered while deploying an additive homomorphic
encoding method. The unprocessed products are multiplied
only in case of multiplicative homomorphic encoding [7]. The
algorithms are defined comprehensively in the given equation
at which E k denotes the key exploitation in encoding method
and the D k is the decoding approach.
D_k (E_k (n)×E_k (m) )=n×m OR Enc(x⨂y)=Enc(x)⊗Enc(y)
… (1)
D_L (E_L (n)×E_L (m) )=n+m OR Enc(x⨁y)=Enc(x)⨁Enc(y)
… (2)
In order to perform the CC (cloud computing), the suggested
research work is conducted on the basis of homomorphic
encoding method. The initial stage has depicted the
comprehensive information related to homomorphic encoding
method. The section stage discusses about the detailed review
of precious works that researchers have done. The third stage
demonstrates the introduced technique on the basis of
flowchart and algorithm. This stage also defines the outcomes
and the study depending upon the graphical investigation.
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II.
RELATED WORK
The author suggested a hybrid CC (cloud computing)
technique on the basis of Paillier algorithm [8]. It was a
multiplicative homomorphic algorithm in which homomorphic
and RSA encryption algorithm were contained. The simple
addition and multiplicative operation and operands were
integrated and called as the description regarding the
calculation requests of client. The encryption decryption
system whose execution was done on cloud was implemented
to process the encryption on the basis of kinds of operations.
Moreover, the uploading of cipher texts was performed to the
public cloud. The public cloud executed the computation
without any knowledge related to the public cloud. Various
simulations were conducted and the analysis of results was
carried out. The results demonstrated that practicality and
efficiency of the suggested technique over the conventional
methods. An innovative technique was put forward by the
author for attaining higher speed and improved performance
[9]. This ensured that the introduced technique was feasible in
applications. The introduced technique is recognized as
ABCRNG (Artificial Bee Colony Random Number Generator).
The up and down technique and above and below mean
scheme carried out a run test for computing the randomness of
random numbers which was generated using introduced
technique. The evaluation indicated that the introduced
technique had potential for enhancing the strength and security
of systems and acquiring the random and non-repeating final
keys in comprehensive way. Several applications, in which
random numbers were required, made the deployment of this
technique. The author projected a homomorphic signature
system along with IDM (Identity Management) sever to keep
the environment secure in the cloud applications [10]. The
implicit authentication technique was implemented to
differentiate the real users from the forged ones. The users
were authenticated in the system. The Identity Management
was adopted as medium for validating the user. There was not
any password employed in the entire authentication procedure.
Therefore, at the completion of this procedure, the projected
system authenticated the client in secure manner. The author
focused on developing a new communication protocol whose
implementation was done in a distributed measuring system to
keep the authenticity, integrity and privacy of data [11]. The
data was kept secured using some schemes such as processing
method, integer arithmetic and multi-threading. Moreover, this
protocol aided in improving arithmetic operations of 32 and
64-bit at a higher factor. The privacy was attained with regard
to design by integrating this enhanced algorithm with CC
(cloud computing) architecture. The resulted parallelized
algorithm was useful for tackling the time based constraint
issues about the smart meter gateway tariffs. The developed
FHE (fully homomorphic encryption) library was capable of
fulfilling the requirements of real world applications.
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An OAEP (Optimal Asymmetric Encryption Padding)
technique was established by the author that was employed
with the Hybrid Encryption algorithm with the objective of
encrypting the data of user. Multiple parties computed a
function on their inputs with the deployment of established
approach and ensured the integrity and secrecy of the systems.
A new mechanism was suggested by an author by integrating
multi-party calculation with HE (homographic encryption)
[12]. This approach was valuable to quantify the encrypted
data. The decryption method was not necessitated in the
suggested approach. Moreover, diverse cryptographic methods
executed in the cloud model were described in this approach. A
number of methods were compared with regard to overhead in
order to compute the suggested approach. The author
investigated a FHE (fully homomorphic encryption) on the
basis of the attribute encryption related to the LSSS matrix.
The Query-Response system was put forward to offer a finegrained and flexible access control with the purpose of
extracting the required data from the cloud servers efficiently
[13]. This approach was flexible for attaining certain privileges
from users for which it had not offered any update to the key
client. The investigated approach was useful to diminish the
pressure of the client to some extent.
III.
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
There are various encoding technique are present which ensure
the security of clouds. To achieve this, a completely
Homomorphic technique is effective and reliable. Unlike the
Full Disk Encryption, this technique offers higher privacy and
protection. This technique has faced diverse issues such as to
store the key, organize the key, to control the admission and
maintain the information accruement catalog. Over the past
decades, a number of schemes have been suggested to deal
with these issues related to organize the key and allocate the
key. These methods have susceptibility against these
intrusions. The third party investigation system may be faced
failure in case of third party compromise and malevolent state.
Thus, the user focuses on developing an effectual system with
the objective of allocating and organizing the key. An efficient
key organizing system can be generated using PSO (particle
swarm optimization) based homomorphic encoding approach.
PSO algorithms are meta-heuristic having influence of nature.
These algorithms make the deployment of societal activities of
birds and fishes as a basis of construct a technical method. The
supremacy of computations is considered for the modification
of outcomes using the algorithms which are developed from
arbitrarily allocated pattern of particles. As the particles move
around the searching region, a pattern of arithmetical
terminology is exploited to perform the spontaneity. The
simple and basic arithmetical terminology assists in
accomplishing some inter- particle interactions. For the swarm,
the movement of every particle is suggested to the finest
recognized locality. It is also determined that the arbitrary
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apprehensions are present or not. Some variants, in which
various up-gradation policies are deployed, are lacked.
In this, the aiming operation of particle swarm optimization
algorithm is discussed efficiently. To achieve this, the present
iteration is compared with the traditional one with regard to the
swarm value. The aiming operation is recognized considering
the swarm value having greatest iteration [15]. The equation 3
is expressed to define the vibrant aiming function. Its value
changes after every iteration as:
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Else
Display message wrong password
5. End

IV.
PROPOSED FLOWCHART
The figure 2 illustrates that the input data is taken in the form
of an image in the introduced technique in order to perform the
encoding. The homomorphic encoding system implements the
balanced cryptography. PSO is adopted to create the keys that
are useful to encode the picture.

𝑣𝑖+1 = 𝑣𝑖 + 𝑐 ∗ 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∗ (𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝑥𝑖 ) + 𝑐 ∗ 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∗ (𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝑥𝑖 )
- - - - - (3)
In this, Vi denotes the speed of elements, the pbest is the
maximum value among existing options and the rand illustrates
the random value. X value is utilized to implement every
characteristic of website. c value is used to define the entire
characteristics of website. 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 represents the best value
whose recognition is done from every inhabitants and 𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
depicts the best value recognized from every iteration. When
the aiming function and quality negotiation are finalized, the
obtained value is inserted in the equation as:
𝑥𝑖+1 = 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑣𝑖+1
- - - - (4)
In this, 𝑥𝑖+1 denotes the position vector. Particle swarm
optimization algorithm is adopted to remove the multi aiming
optimization issues. The PSO algorithms are consisted of some
vibrant aiming functions. These functions assist in improving
the efficiency of the system with regard to the finest computed
value [16]. The PSO algorithm deploys the input data to
perform the encoding and generates an advanced value that can
be employed as a key for encoding.
E-Homomorphic Encryption Algorithm (HEA)
1. Input: Data for encryption
2. Output: Encrypted Data
Logic
Key Generation ()
I=Input Data
For I = 1 to it_Max
For each particle p in P do
Fp=f(p)
If fp is better than f(pBest)
pBest=p;
end
end
gBest=best p in P
For each particle p in P do
V=V+Cl*rand*(pBest-p)+c8*rand*(gBest-p)
P=p+v
End
End
3. Key for Data encryption =P
4. If (user enter key=P)
Decrypt data;

Fig 2: Proposed Flowchart
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V.

RESULT AND ANALYSIS
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the other hand, the projected algorithm is an enhancement of
homomorphic encoding system.

MATLAB is executed in order to encode the data in cloud
system in the introduce approach. An image is utilized for the
input. The cloud information is encoded and decoded using the
balanced encoding algorithm. The particle swarm optimization
is implemented to produce an advanced key. This key is
helpful to perform encoding of information with the help of
homomorphic system. The introduced method is quantified on
the basis of two metrics namely execution time and resource
usage. The table 1 illustrates the reproduction results. An
operating system recognized as Xnon in data sample is
deployed on every fundamental system. 5GB RAM is included
in every fundamental system and total seven fundamental
machines are utilized. Overall eighty images are employed and
each image has a dimension of 256*256.
Parameter
Operating System
Number of virtual machines

Values
Xnon
7

Number of hosts
10
RAM
5 GB
Input Data
Image Data
Image size
256*256
Number of Images
80
Table 1: Simulation Parameters

Figure 4: Resource Utilization
Figure 4 represents that the existing system is compared with
the introduced in order to determine the resource usage. The
investigation reveals that the introduced system provides lower
resource exploitation.
Parameter

Homomorphic
Encryption

E-Homomorphic
Encryption

Execution Time

3.8 seconds

2.2 seconds

Resource
Utilization

18 Buffers

12 Buffers

Table 2: Comparison of Techniques
The table 2 depicts that a homomorphic encoding is compared
with the enhanced homomorphic technique concerning the
resource usage. Diverse results indicated that the enhanced
homomorphic encoding technique offers higher performance
with regard to all metrics.
Figure 3: Execution Time
Figure 3 illustrates that the introduced approach is compared
with existing algorithm with regard to the implementation time.
The existing algorithm is a kind of homomorphic encoding on

VI.

CONCLUSION

The homomorphic encoding system is utilized to encode the
cloud information. The major concerns related to this system
are to allocate the key and organize the key. The key is
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produced to carry out the encoding using PSO, an enhanced
algorithm. This key is deployed as an input in the
homomorphic encoding system in order to create the encoded
data. The projected system is implemented on MATLAB. The
resource employment and execution time are considered for
analyzing the outcomes. This exhibits that the projected
algorithm provides lower resource usage and execution time in
contrast to existing algorithm. The future work would
emphasize on improving this system to ensure that the
information is reliable in cloud surroundings.
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